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Heavy distortion throughout the entire song

E
got you to mind now what to will with it
           A                E
given any time, given any time

this situation will not work itself,
             A                  E
no amount of time, no amount of time

A                             E
going, no we re going fast to put the brakes and you should ask
    A                              E
if nothing you can say will mean a thing
A                                 E
simple faith in words is no good, details get misunderstood
A                             E
leave me with a good idea to sing

(Guitar riffs over E chord)

E
come turn me senseless you know what you want
            A                  E
not another thing, never anything
E
us powerless there are no rims no more
               A                    E
nothing either way, nothing either way

going, no we re going fast to put the brakes and you should ask
if nothing you can say will mean a thing



simple faith in words is no good, details get misunderstood
leave me with a good idea...

(guitar solo)

E
your words are in your mouth you choke on them
              A                     E
scatter them around, scatter them around
E
your best foot forward and you trip on it...

A   E

going, no we re going fast to put the brakes and you should ask
if nothing you can say will mean a thing
simple faith in words is no good, details get misunderstood
leave me with a good idea to sing

A            E
going, going gone
A            E
going, going gone

A                                E
The mirror of the saphire s blue,
A                             E
you need her and she needed you


